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 Read
 Provide
 Get

too much information

bogged down in technicalities

 Lose

sight of the forest

 Know

your audience
 Use PowerPoint effectively
 Educate your audience
 Know your material
 Practice
 Perform

 What

got you interested?

 What

challenges did you face?

 What

was your “AHA!” moment?

 Why

should they be interested?







“Wonder Bread: The Rise and Fall of An Iconic
American Food”
“Feminism and Fancy Panties: Women's
Underwear and Social History 1945-1975”
“Characterizing the Individual and Combined
Effect of Rapamycin and MS275 on U266, a
Multiple Myeloma Cell Line”

Technological advancements in food production
and preservation techniques, as well as
marketers that successfully exploited societal
trends and gender relations explain the
ascendancy of Wonder Bread during the first
half of the twentieth century. Conversely, new
scientific discoveries about the nutrition of
processed foods and white flour as well as a
failure on the part of the Wonder Bread
marketers to respond to changing social norms
and new food influences beginning in the late
1960s and continuing through to today have
caused the fall of this American icon.

Advances in technology, food preservation, and
good marketing contributed to Wonder
Bread‟s popularity in the first half of the 20th
century. Nutritional studies and the
company‟s failure to adapt to a changing
society led to its decline.

Source: Levenstein, Paradox of Plenty



Multiple Myeloma
◦ Incurable clonal B-cell malignancy
◦ Chromosomal translocation leads to the
dysregulated expression of an oncogene
◦ ~11,000 Americans die each year
◦ Five year survival rate is approximately 33%



Bullet points

Here are the key findings:
◦ The amount of nonperforming loans and foreclosed properties on
bank books more than doubled last year, from $123 billion to
more than $261 billion.
◦ The nation's banks made nearly $100 billion in 2007; that
declined to $16 billion last year.
◦ 163 banks had more troubled assets on their books at the end of
2008 than they had capital and loan loss reserves; a year ago, the
number was 23 banks.
◦ The effects of the recession, and the subsequent rise in
unemployment that always means loan repayment problems for
many consumers, likely still has not crested in the results for
many banks.
Source: Investigative Reporting Workshop BankTracker
http://banktracker.investigativereportingworkshop.org/stories/2009/mar/16/banktrackermain/

Question : What does this analysis tell us about the nation‟s banks?
Answer: Most banks remain relatively strong. A substantial number reported
no troubled loans on their books at the end of 2008. But it is clear that a
year-long, and deepening, recession has taken its toll on many banks,
especially those that are deeply involved in real estate lending.
Question: If my bank has a high troubled asset ratio, what should I do?

Answer: The short answer is “nothing.” The FDIC covers all deposits up to
$250,000 and no investor has lost any insured deposits since the FDIC went
into business in 1935. The FDIC is backed by the full faith and credit of the
United States government.
Question: Are you saying that a bank with a high “troubled asset ratio” is
going to fail?
Answer: No. Each bank must be evaluated separately.
Source: Investigative Reporting Workshop BankTracker
http://banktracker.investigativereportingworkshop.org/stories/2009/mar/16/banktracker-main/













Star born from collapse of core inside cloud of
rotating molecular gas  contracts 
conservation of angular momentum dictates
rotation must increase, preventing particles
from falling immediately into growing star 
particles forced to settle onto an equatorial
plane = disk!
1960s - detection of excess IR emission
toward young stars = dust particles,
surrounded by spherical „shells‟ of material?
1980s - true images of disks  normal mainsequence (MS) stars had significant quantities
of dust surrounding them  suggested many
planetary cores arose from grain coagulation
in disks
Disks of gas and dust of substantial mass
around many very young stars, representing
the pre-solid-body stages of formation
Older Sun and solar system = actual planets
for study, observations of asteroidal and
cometary material, cratering of rocky bodies
that represent the condensation and collision
processes that occurred during solid planet
formation and evolution
Important intermediate stages of disk
evolution that are less well understood
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http://www.nytimes.com/packages/html/nati
onal/thenewhardtimes/index.html#/kurnow
http://www.nytimes.com/imagepages/2007/
08/01/health/adam/1101Kidneyanatomy.ht
ml
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2009/0
3/03/us/20090303_LEONHARDT.html?ref=b
usiness

 Stay

within your time limit
 Leave time for questions
 Use humor
 Show personality

